
Fully equipped theatre. Preferably a black box. With full blackout possibility. Good 
audience seating where you can see the floor from all the seats. 

Temperature min 22˚C

Dressing rooms 1 male dressing room with well lit mirror and shower.

Good even sprung wooden floor. Min 10x10m. 

Black Marley(Dancemat) 

Black Backdrop well stretched, app. 2 m behind last wing. 

4-5 Pair of black wings, stretched and placed so that the sidelights and walls are 
not seen from any seat in the audience

Good Stereo Pa-system suited for the theatre

Good monitors on stage, controlled as a separate group.

Mixer with connection for laptop

 Zoom profile in good condition 25-50˚: 21(min 16 of the same brand and model)

 Narrow profile with Iris:1

Profile 36˚ or zoom profile >36˚ in good condition:11

1kw fresnel with bardoors:11

1kw PC with barndoors:2

PAR 64 cp60 (narrow):4

Dimmer channals:50(min 48)

Light console:AVAB presto or other fully programmable console.

Power Enough power to supply the dimmers: min. 3 x 63A will be required

8 sidelight stands with rigging in 3 levels

Flying bars, grid or truss over the stage so that we can hang the lights as 
specified in the attached lightplot.1 or more F.O.H bars.

2 points for rigging  mirror (se stage plot)

Setup time: min 1 day

Strike:2h

Light-tech during setup:2

Stage hands during setup:2

Sound-tech during setup:1
During the show we need 1 technician on standby in case of any technical 
problems.

5 wooden doorframes to be placed on the floor.

1 mirror to be hung from the rig.

1 big balloon

1 Laptop for playback of the sound

Costume 

Technical Rider - Rooms
Memory Wax will be needing the following conditions and technical equipment to perform Rooms. For 

clarification se stage and light plot.

Rigging

Floor

 Venue         

Masking

Sound

Light

Staff and setup 
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